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1. INTRODUCTION

2. THE PROJECT

The current application builds on a process of design and consultation that started in

To re-establish The Crescent, Natural Baths and Pump Room as an international focus

earnest on the appointment of The Osborne Property Group and Danubius as preferred

for taking and bathing in Buxton’s natural mineral thermal waters as a critical aspect of

developer in October 2002. The detailed design scheme that formed the basis of their

the regeneration of Buxton Spa.

successful bid has been developed with reference to the enormous effort that has been
expended in understanding the highly complex issues surrounding the natural thermal

To create a unique 5*, 79, bedroom spa hotel of world class standard within the listed

waters that spring from beneath the Natural Baths.

fabric of The Crescent, Natural Baths and Pump Room.

Whilst the scheme might have developed in response to greater knowledge, its intent

To establish guest, public and back of house areas within The Crescent that reflect and

remains the same: to restore, adapt, and conserve this unique group of buildings and re-

respect the buildings listed status and proposed use(s).

establish The Crescent, The Natural Baths and The Pump Room to their original uses as
locations where the waters can be used and enjoyed, whilst at the same time, rekindling

To enhance the setting of the buildings, to reflect their status as the focus of the town and

the regeneration of Buxton Spa.

the public aspect of the taking of and bathing in the waters.
To promote public access throughout the Crescent, Natural Baths and Pump Room
and the integration of Buxton Spa.
The integration of the development within the wider urban context accepting the overall
regeneration benefit as an holistic approach.
To promote the public use of the thermal waters.

1. 2.

3 BACKGROUND

3.1 The Natural Baths Hydrogeology

3.1 3.2

3.2 Flood

Water
The heritage of the town is utterly dependant on the thermal mineral waters.
The spring system beneath the Natural baths is both highly complex and finely balanced.
As the site of the extraction of Buxton water the need to take all care in avoiding any
risk to the purity and supply of the water is a vital consideration, accordingly the design
proposals have been carefully developed to take into account the results of surveys that
have provided information as to the make up and profile of underlying ground structure
and hydrogeology, these reports are an essential part of the current planning application.
Further detailed examination of ground conditions and water flows continue to be
undertaken to confirm the design especially relating to the new spa, located within the
Natural Baths.
The work of the design team in the pre planning application process has increased
immeasurably the understanding of the workings and hydro geological structure beneath
the natural Baths on which the reputation and existence of Buxton is founded.

It is believed that the Crescent’s architect, John Carr, understood the nature of the site
to such an extent that he designed into his building the capacity to mitigate against the
effects of potential flooding.
The Crescent’s basement has flooded in recent memory and detailed studies have been
undertaken to establish criteria that inform the current proposals. These reports have
been reviewed with the Environment Agency to gain their support for the application for
change of use, which has been approved. Whilst the preparation of further detailed data
will be necessary, a design strategy that ensures the efficient running and protection of
vital hotel functions in times of flood is embodied within the current design.

4. ENABLING DEVELOPMENT

4.1 4.2

4.1 Previous and current architectural responses to
The need for Expansion and Service Accommodation
The viability of a 5* spa hotel is dependent upon the provision of large spaces for both
guest and service accommodation. Historically these have been located above ground,
outside the curtilage of the listed buildings e.g. The St Ann’s former dining room.
Historically the area to the rear of The Crescent was covered with ad hoc development
that provided essential back of house accommodation to the St Ann’s and Crescent
Hotels. This obscured and disfigured Carr’s fine rear facade, it is a prime intention of the
project whilst establishing a 5* spa hotel to re-establish the grandeur, clarity and setting
of Carr’s original building.

4.2 Front of House
Front of house areas including reception areas, bars, lounges and a restaurant are critical
to the commercial viability of the hotel. In respect of a spa hotel, the provision of public
bathing facility associated with the new spa is also essential.
Such large spaces can be neither accommodated within the listed buildings nor

Image of The Cresent front taken from
The Slopes.

constructed above existing facilities due to prevailing ground conditions or other issues
related to the setting of the historic buildings. It is proposed that these essential facilities
are positioned to the rear of The Crescent’s west pavilion, on the site of the existing St
Ann’s Dining room, (a 19thC extension). This intent also allows the enhancement of The
Square as a public space commensurate with the quality and stature of the surrounding
architecture and its location on the important pedestrian route that connects the centre
of Buxton with the cultural focus of Frank Matcham’s newly restored Opera house.

Image of the impressive rear elevation.

ENABLING DEVELOPMENT

4.3

4.3 Back of House
The brief to create a 5* spa hotel within the Crescent and Natural Baths requires careful
evaluation of the necessary provision of modern services and kitchen facilities that are
essential elements in establishing an Hotel of the 21st century.
The need for large areas of open space for plant not only for the hotel but also to treat
and condition the thermal waters would create an enormous pressure on the listed fabric
if they were to be located within the historic buildings. Likewise it would be impossible
to locate a modern hotel kitchen, conforming to modern standards of health and safety
within the Crescent without considerable structural alteration. The setting of the listed
buildings coupled with the risk of flood and the need to efficiently co-locate important
front and back of house areas, suggested the need to construct new basement plant
and service areas. The new basement has been constructed such that in the event of a
flood warning it can be closed off and isolated from flooding which affects the existing
basement areas. The proposed plant room to the rear of the Crescent will sit beneath
a new hotel restaurant and roof top pool. Vertical connections joining these spaces are
easily and efficiently achieved, as are essential service links into the basement of the
Natural Baths and Crescent. Other services together with the chillers serving the hotel
will be located in the George Street Bakery, which has been incorporated as part of the
scheme.

The Crescent complex and surrounding buildings circa. 1880, note the
three hotels within The Crescent with service accommodation to the
rear.

5. THE CRESCENT

5.1 Plan
The original plan of The Crescent comprised of public rooms in the east and west pavilions
with 5 lodging houses arranged between. Service rooms including kitchens, sculleries
and strong rooms were situated in the basement. A central stair leading off individual
front doors linked the floors above where a variety of accommodation, some grand some
more domestic, was arranged. These rooms could be rented by visitors in a number of
permutations depending on their needs and pockets. At ground floor a number of small
shops servicing the residents overlooked the colonnade, to the rear communal rooms
such as small dining rooms were located close to the head of the basement stair so that

5.1 5.2

feature of St Ann’s Cliff (now the Slopes) to the south.

5.2 Section
Carr was an innovative architect who obviously understood the need to provide his
client with an efficient and commercial design solution. In providing accommodation
that suited a variety of visitors needs, careful thought was clearly put in to utilising the
designed architectural volume to its greatest effect. within the convention of the classical
architectural language. To replicate the lofty rooms to the front of The Crescent at first

food remained hot or at least warm after its journey from the basement kitchens.

floor at the rear where the views were less attractive would have been inappropriate and

The attics provided accommodation for servants and retainers; these areas were lit by

and three to the front Carr managed with sublime simplicity to provide within a single

either dormers or lay lights, which were added to the original design as the need arose.
Solid fuel fires heated all rooms; coal and peat would be carried throughout the building
via the stairs that served for both guests and servants.

wasteful. In manipulating the section to allow a staggered profile, four floors to the rear
unified volume a variety of spaces without compromising the architectural expression of
both the front and rear facade. Accessing the second and third floor rear rooms from the
staircase half landings, maintained the strength and flexibility of the plan.

In the east pavilion the grand assembly rooms were located at first floor. These were
serviced via the entrance foyer at ground floor from which a sweeping stair with cast iron
balusters accessed the grand rooms. Here both visitors and locals would attend
assemblies, dine, converse and play at cards.
Below at ground floor a billiard and coffee room added to the hotels facilities.
In the west pavilion at ground and first floor the various rooms necessary for “quiet
retirement” were located, with dedicated areas for male and female use
Soon after the completion of The Crescent the need to service and connect the lodgings
to the public rooms and facilities at either end was considered and found to be worthy
of implementation. The lodging house plan would have necessitated much walking up
and down stairs whereas a simple corridor allowed visitors to reach their destination with
minimal effort, the provision of food and fuel to individual rooms would also have been
greatly facilitated.
Externally the colonnade running along the front facade provided shelter from the local

Axonometric of the east end of The

climate, while the grand piazza accommodated alongside more mundane activities, local

Crescent, Carr’s resolution of differing

festivals and seasonal celebrations, A fine urban space, a natural amphitheatre, defined

types and sizes of space within a unified

and overlooked by the grandeur of The Crescent to the north and the natural geological

architectural volume is clearly illustrated.

6. THE PROPOSALS

6.0 Guiding Principles
The original plan of The Crescent comprised public rooms in the east and west pavilions.
The guiding principles relating to the preparation of the proposals are set out below,
they relate not only to design methodology but to an approach to the adaptation and
conservation of the fabric. As such it is expected that these alongside the adopted
conservation plan will be reviewed and developed as the design evolves.
A full visual record of the buildings will be established prior to the commencement of the

6.0

The description of the proposals are set out below due to the variety of the spaces within
the Crescent it is set out as follows:6.1 Basement
6.2 West pavilion public rooms
6.3 Ground floor hotel accommodation

works.

6.4 The staircases

Prior to interventions being made the fabric will be opened up and recorded so that all

6.5 First floor hotel accommodation

options for change may be assessed and evaluated.
Options should be examined where works necessary for the compliance with statutory

6.6 Second floor hotel accommodation

regulations such as DDA, means of escape etc.

6.7 Second and third floor rear accommodation

Where practicable, new work should be distinguishable in detail from the surrounding

6.8 Attics

listed fabric.
All work should be considered as enhancing the historic appeal of the place to ensure
the long-term preservation of the fabric.
Work will be carried out with materials that match those originally used and great care
taken to avoid damage to surrounding historic fabric
New works should be designed to limit the level of intervention required to facilitate them,
whilst integrating 21st Century facilities within the buildings.
The possible need for reversibility should be assessed during the design process and
should inform the specification of the works.

6.9 Public rooms west pavilion

6. THE PROPOSALS

6.1 6.2

6.1 The Basement
Works to be Undertaken
•

Restoration and fit out of the vaults to support the back of house
requirements, to included the restoration of a staircase and 4 vaults to
be arranged as heritage interpretation spaces, including the restoration and
incorporation of existing original fittings e.g. Kitchen range and stone tables.

•

Rebuild where lost the semi circular corridor to the rear of The Crescent.

•

Construct stairs and service hoists and lifts to service public’ areas above
and provide necessary means of escape.

Commentary
A great deal of work has been carried out to determine not only the underlying geology
but also the true line of the culverted River Wye that runs to the rear of the Crescent.
These factors have informed the proposed design of new basement areas, likewise it has
been necessary to gain a detailed understanding of historic ground/spring water
management schemes in order to develop the design.
The basement of Carr’s original scheme housed the service areas of the building,
kitchens, storerooms and other ‘back of house’ rooms. Some of these highly evocative
rooms will be included within the proposal to provide an insight into the evolution of the
building its history and use.
The re-establishment of Carr’s semi circular corridor to the rear of the Crescent allows
room service and maintenance access throughout the hotel.
Due to the genuine risk of flooding rooms within the basement are allocated uses that will
take into account the possibility of the hotel operating for a limited time without benefit
of these spaces.
As the front of house accommodation is limited and space is at such a premium this has
forced the ancillary spaces which support the back of house operations to be located
within the existing Crescent basement. Beer stores, dishwashing, staff changing and
dining accommodation together with the maid’s supply and trolley store have been
located within the Crescent’s vaulted basement structure. However, due to the geometry
of the vaults and their restricted headroom it results in a shortfall in the allocation of
practical, usable space to fully support all the necessary functions required.

Those spaces that are essential to the ongoing working of the hotel will be located within
the newly constructed basement, effectively even in times of flood, these rooms have
been designed to be kept operational.
The design of the new basement is governed by a number of factors the most important
being set by the level of likely flood and the underlying geology. Behind the Crescent an
interface between the water bearing, limestone, and mudstone occurs. It is the intention
to avoid any disturbance to the limestone and therefore the formation level of the new
construction relates to the level of the mudstone in this vicinity, To the south the culverted
River Wye sets the limit on possible excavation, In order to allow maintenance a ‘no build’
zone of 5 metres must to be respected from the outer limits of Carr’s culvert.
Historic artefacts and fittings will be conserved within the basement.

Public Rooms
6.2 West Pavillion
Ground and First Floors
The ground floor and first floor rooms within the west pavilion of the Crescent comprised
with the St Ann’s Dining room extension the majority of the public front of house
accommodation within the St Ann’s hotel.
Within the new proposal the rooms will be re used to provide reception, lounge and bar
at ground floor and larger public rooms at first floor. Where possible and practical extant
significant detail will be conserved and restored. In the first floor rooms missing fireplaces
will be replaced and an existing mirror, which is believed to have originally been donated
from the Chatsworth collection, integrated into the proposed decorative scheme.
In order to establish the practicality of these rooms public WC’s are to be located on this
floor.

6. THE PROPOSALS

6.3 Ground Floor
Works to be Undertaken

6.3

Commentary
The flexibility of Carr’s plan allows simple allocation of spaces and rooms to re-establish
uses that are near to his original intention. Throughout The Crescent work has been

•

Provision of new lifts

carried out to the fabric and structure in some areas obscuring, or obliterating, the

•

Re-use of lounge and bars areas for similar uses.

original plan. In other areas works e.g. the lateral corridor at ground and first floors have

•

Adaptation to create hotel reception area and back of house accommodation.

been undertaken to make the building more suitable and efficient.

•

Adapt existing fabric to allow efficient restaurant layout within the Crescent,
and adapt openings in rear facade to give connection through to new restaurant.

It is the intention of the proposal to reinstate Carr’s original plan where possible, however

•

Fit out public WC’s in rooms to the rear adjacent to Grid line C3

where large spaces have been previously created to make usable hotel spaces these will

•

Reconstruct staircase in lodging house 4.

be retained, some limited demolition is proposed to establish workable spaces in other

•

Construct new service lifts and accommodation adjacent to Grid line

areas. The lateral corridor is obviously essential to the viable operation of a modern hotel

C4.

and is proposed that this is ‘completed’ to connect the HPBC and DCC demises.

•
•
•

Adapt existing fabric to create 9no retail units within a number of the front
rooms of the Crescent.

The retail use in a number of the lodging houses front rooms will be re-established to

Fit out 2 no hotel bedrooms to be as dedicated for disabled use with 2

house small specialist shops accessed via the vaulted lobbies relating to the front doors.

adjacent carer rooms

Where missing or damaged these lobbies may be restored.

Break through existing party wall between HPBC and DCC demise wall to
‘complete’ hotel corridor

Carefully detailed security doors will be located from these lobbies onto the existing

•

Rebuild 2 lifts adjacent to Grid line C7.

corridor to allow security and privacy for hotel guests.

•

Remove existing 20thC draft lobby to hotel foyer.

•

Adapt existing windows within room(s) below Ball Room to allow rear

The existing tiled floor finish to the corridor and lobby areas will be stabilised and

service access

protected.

•

Construct new single storey extension to rear of east pavilion to house
delivery office and clean laundry store.

In the west pavilion existing front of house areas will be restored and adapted to lounge
and bar use. Where missing, features such as fireplaces and surrounds will be reestablished. The pattern and design of detail and fittings will take as their starting point
John Carr’s original designs.
An important consideration throughout the scheme is the necessity both in respect of
statutory obligation but also as part of the hotels operators brief to accommodate and
provide access throughout the project for disabled guests and staff. This is considered
a priority taking in mind the healing and comforting aspects of taking and bathing of and
in the waters. The scheme incorporates 2 disabled bedrooms at ground floor both with
interconnecting rooms to allow direct access for carers from adjacent rooms without

THE PROPOSALS

6.4

passing through a public space. These bedrooms will be permanently fitted to allow
the easy accommodation of disabled guests and will include walk in showers. The
necessary work in making these interconnecting doorways between these rooms would
mean creating openings in two structural walls on grid lines C6 and C5.
With regard to back of house ancillary accommodation situating furniture stores in
the basement is not a practical or indeed a viable proposition due to issues with both
maneuvering furniture through these spaces and their requisite storage within vaults with
limited headroom. In addition to this the hotel operators have accepted that their laundry
will have to be serviced off site due to the space pressures for ancillary accommodation.
The furniture store has been located within the ground floor east pavilion and this in turn
has necessitated the need for a single storey extension to the rear of the east Pavilion to
house the delivery office and clean laundry store

6.4 First Floor
Works to be Undertaken
•

•

Commentary
The First Floor Corridor

Access to the ‘back doors’ that allow

The conversion and adaptation of the existing fabric to establish 19 en suite

The first floor corridor will be restored to retain all detail pertaining to the historic building.

lodging house stair.

hotel bedrooms, including the provision of a heritage room to provide 		

In order to ‘complete’ the corridor it is proposed to make a new doorway in the structural

an insight into the original use and decoration of the Crescent.

wall between the High Peak Borough Council and Derbyshire County Council Ownerships

The conversion of the existing grand rooms in the Western pavilion to

(grid line C6). At its western end an opening will be made to create direct access to the

establish, 3 multi use rooms either for conference/meetings or receptions,

neighbouring spa accommodation, including the pools and treatment areas (adjacent

restoring where relevant important decorative features. (The Whitworth

grid line C1).

Museum has already reviewed wallpapers and established whether or 		

•

not historic decorative schemes, not related to the original building, are

First Floor Front Rooms, Lodging Houses

important. Their view is made clear in an accompanying report. Full access

The first floor rooms in The Crescent were considered the grandest within the original

will be given so that papers etc. can be removed and then conserved within

building. Certainly the rooms overlooking the slopes to the south were the prime lettable

their collection)

rooms. Whilst insensitive interventions, including ad hoc bathrooms, have devalued

The restoration and sensitive adaptation of the Assembly rooms in the east

the status of these rooms it is the intention of the current scheme to re-establish the

pavilion to re-establish these as the prime location within the town for public

significance of the first floor rooms. A part of the inclusive design provision has been

receptions. Research will be undertaken to understand and reinstate the

made for 1 disabled bedroom suite on the first floor front room.

original decorative scheme and whilst these rooms will become part of

•

the working hotel, they will, along with the heritage bedroom and a

The issues relating to providing 5* accommodation within the existing room spaces

dedicated reception room, form a key element in the interpretation route

focus on the provision of bathrooms and otherwise providing essential services to the

of the hotel.

rooms, including heating, ventilation and electrical facilities.

Construct 2 finishing kitchens adjacent to GI C7 to service functions within
the public rooms

alternate means of escape from each

THE PROPOSALS

6.4

The design intent is to provide bathrooms that not only compliment the intrinsic internal
architecture of the rooms but also allows the appreciation of their original proportions,
obscuring as little detail as is possible. Where architectural detail is obscured it will be
retained in situ.
The proposed use as spa hotel demands that the enjoyment and benefits of bathing are
enjoyed throughout the hotel especially within the privacy of the guest bedrooms.
The need to make discreet and sympathetic interventions within the rooms is essential.
The introduction of the bathrooms as rooms within rooms resolves a number of design
issues specifically within these lofty spaces, where existing ceiling heights are high the
bathroom enclosures will stop short to allow the full appreciation of the totality of Carr’s
original rooms The design brief for the bathrooms agreed with the conservation officers,
EH and HLF seeks to reinforce these principles. By developing and debating a number of
detailed proposals in designs for the new enclosures and interiors that reflect the existing
architectural detail of each particular room whilst integrating bathing as part of the larger
volume.
Servicing arrangements including the ventilation of bathrooms are designed to be
integrated within the existing structure, in rooms where the proposed bathrooms stop
short of the existing ceilings no services will appear above the visible cornice of the new
bathrooms.

The First Floor Rear
The smaller rooms to the rear of the Crescent will be adapted for hotel bedroom use, all
of which will have en suite facilities. Where existing partition layouts are of historic interest
then these will be incorporated within the design. In examining in detail possible layouts
the closing up of existing and opening up of new doorways is currently being proposed.
The justification for such alterations is that issues of guest comfort and privacy are of
paramount importance in a hotel of this rating, if these matters were to be compromised
the lettability of these rooms would be brought in question.

THE PROPOSALS

6.5 Second Floor
Works to be Undertaken

6.5

The Second Floor Corridor
The second floor corridor will be restored to retain all detail pertaining to the historic
building, In order to ‘complete’ the corridor it is proposed to make a new doorway in

•
•

The conversion and adaptation of the existing fabric to establish 13 en suite

the party wall between the High Peak Borough Council and Derbyshire County Council

hotel bedrooms, including suites within the “Lodging Houses”.

Ownerships (grid line C6).

New doorway to be formed in grid line C6 to ‘complete’ the hotel corridor.

The Second floor rooms, lodging Houses
The existing second floor, lodging house plan is a simple three room repetition relating
to each lodging house unit, The middle room subservient to the larger flanking rooms
either side. The current proposal is to subdivide this room to give a bathroom to each
adjacent proposed bedroom and sitting room; the existing proportions of the room will
be respected.
In order to establish workable room layouts it is proposed that certain openings are
sealed. Where doors are blocked all detail will be preserved within the works either
remaining visible or otherwise over-clad where functional criteria, thermal performance,
acoustics etc dictates.

Second Floor Rooms, West Pavillion, East Pavillion
While applying the general principles established for the conversion of the lodging house,
rooms, these grander examples will be converted to establish larger hotel suites, Where
historic partition layouts exist these will, where at all possible, be incorporated within the
proposed design

THE PROPOSALS

6.6 Second rear and Third rear

6.6

Commentary

Works to be Undertaken
The existing second and third floor rooms are accessed from the lodging house
•

The conversion and adaptation of the existing fabric to establish 12 en suite

staircase half landings. These rooms whilst paired do not interconnect apart from one

hotel bedrooms, on each floor, including the provision of a heritage room to

instance where an opening has been made in the dividing structural wall, In a number

provide an insight into the original use and decoration of the Crescent and a

of rooms there is evidence of original features including bed-recesses with associated

maid’s room associated with a new lift.

flanking closets, these are historically significant features of John Carr’s building, Careful
consideration of these and other details has allowed the design team, in consultation with
HPBC, DCC, English heritage and the HLF to propose a scheme where the necessary
bathrooms are integrated within the spaces defined by the bed recesses and closets.
Just as in the first floor front rooms these new bathrooms are designed to complement
the specific extant detail in each room, and yet can be clearly read as 21st century
interventions made to establish a workable and sustainable hotel layout.
.

Carr’s staggered section demands that
the second and third floor (rear) rooms
are accessed by staircase half landings.

THE PROPOSALS

6.7 The Attics
Works to be Undertaken
•

The adaptation of the existing fabric to establish 19 en suite hotel bedrooms.

•

The removal of the lime ash floor in the west pavilion through to grid line C7.

•

The creation of new doorways, breaking through existing structural walls,
between lodging houses to provide service access and means of escape for
guests and hotel staff.

•

The provision of a new lift to provide access for guests and staff alike.

•

The construction of dormer windows to provide natural daylight to bedroom/
lounge areas, to include the structural alterations to 6 Queen post trusses.

•

The retention of historic attic areas above the assembly rooms.

6.7

Commentary
It is believed that from the inception of the building that the attics provided service
accommodation. When St Ann’s Hotel was in operation the dormers were built to provide
natural light to the rooms on the front and rear of the Crescent. The proposed scheme is
to re-use these spaces as part of the bedroom stock for the hotel.
The lime ash floor in the attic is in poor condition and not suitable structurally for the
increased floor loadings required of a hotel; there is also widespread damage to the lath
and plaster ceilings and further significant disturbance will be inevitable to both the lime
ash and lath and plaster to provide access for the new steelwork to strengthen the floor.
It is therefore proposed to take up the lime ash floors from the west pavilion through to
grid line C7 and construct a new floor and ceiling finishes which will provide the required
structural, acoustic and fire rated performance.
The attic suites will suffer some disadvantage compared with others in the hotel due
to ceiling heights being low (approx 2.15m). Six of the rooms on the front are further
constrained by the space between the roof trusses which narrows towards the front
of the building. In considering how these rooms might be furnished it has become
apparent, that if all the trusses are to remain it would only be possible for the bedrooms
to accommodate two persons if single beds are located either side of a substantial truss.
Therefore with some reluctance the view has been taken that six of the trusses would
need to be adapted to turn the six rooms on the front into viable double bedrooms. This
involves in each case the removal of a section of the principal rafter, a strut and two
purlins along with the introduction of additional timber and steel strengthening. This
together with trimming of common rafters either side of the truss allows the creation of
headroom over a double bed.
In the rear attic suites it is possible for the en suite shower rooms to be accommodated
in the space between two trusses without the need for additional headroom, however
the bed spaces are seriously compromised within the existing volume having insufficient
space to circulate round a double bed. Again, the conclusion has been reached that
additional headroom must be created by the introduction of dormer windows to make
viable bed spaces.

A postcard from Buxton, note the dormers on the right of the central boarding house.
The configuration of the roof of the Natural Baths dates this view from before the 1920’s
works.

The historic layout provides no opportunity for alternative means of escape and therefore
does not conform to current legislation. In order to creat the necessary means of escape
it is proposed that new openings are made in the structurel party walls between the
lodging houses. This, subject to a detailed survey, would necessitate the breaching of
existing flues, the Heritage Lottery Fund application 2001 was accepted on this basis,
within the context of providing essential back of house accomodation for staff. The current
proprosal for a 5* hotel depends for it’s commercial viabilty on achieving a minimum
number of bedrooms.

THE PROPOSALS

6.9 The Public Rooms
East Pavillion
Works to be Undertaken
•

Research, restoration and conservation of, where relevant, to restore
original decorative scheme(s)

•

Alteration to fabric in response to statutory regulations specifically widening
the north-eastern exit from the ballroom.

•

Replacement or provision of lifts to provide guest and service access

•

Alterations to establish finishing kitchens associated with the newly restored

•

6.8

East Pavillion
Carr’s original scheme incorporated a number of rooms for public entertainment and
assembly: as such the newly constructed Crescent would have been the focus for the
public life of Buxton attracting visitors and townspeople alike. Public assemblies would
be held in the Ball Room, without doubt, then and following restoration, one of the finest
rooms in Derbyshire.
These rooms seem from existing evidence to be something of an afterthought as the
otherwise governing and vigorous geometry that defines the majority of the project has
been compromised to allow their incorporation into the scheme.
Carr’s use of pre-eminent local craftsmen and nationally renowned suppliers of fittings

ballroom

ensured the suite of public rooms ranked among the most fashionable and practical.

Reintroduction of historic fittings

His directorship of the assembly rooms in York ensured that the useful and ergonomic
aspects of the scheme were most adequately catered for. including the provision of a
well sprung dance floor.
Ancillary rooms such as the Card Room were also fitted out to provide a handsome and
comfortable setting for the season’s social activities.
At ground floor the entrance foyer was the first point of entry leading to the grand curved
staircase. Beneath the ballroom were subsidiary public rooms.
The proposal is to re-establish the grand public rooms to their original uses. With regard
to access and servicing, works need to be carried out to provide catering and storage
facilities for these.
The ballroom will be used for private functions, weddings, banqueting; conferences etc.
such uses need substantial support space. It is proposed that the area to the rear of
the Crescent at first floor be used as banqueting kitchens. These will be linked by new
hoists to a service area to the rear of the Crescent and the basement semi circular service
corridor.
A cloakroom will be provided at ground floor level adjacent to the foyer.
The Card room at first floor level will provide bar and breakout space from the ball room,
and the two rooms to the front of the Crescent relating to the ballroom will be decorated
and fitted out as interpretation areas.

The ballroom today, the chandeliers by William Parker, currently in storage, will be reinstated, as will the original floor finish.

Acknowledging the historical significance of these rooms especially the Ballroom and
Card room. Careful research will be undertaken to establish their original decorative
schemes. These where possible will be restored and original artefacts currently in
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storage will be conserved and refitted, these include the magnificent original chandeliers
by William Parker.
It is proposed that the floor will be levelled and perhaps re-boarded to make it suitable for
dancing and other uses, however if it proves that the existing boards are reusable these
will be refinished as part of the proposal
Any introduction of the necessary services to make the rooms useable will take into
account the fabric and existing surface detail minimising any possible intervention.
In terms of meeting statutory requirements the existing opening at the northwest corner
of the ball room may need to be widened to accommodate current means of escape
regulations.

7. EXTERNAL WORKS

7.1 7.2

7.0 Facades, hard landscape and townscape

7.1 The Crescent, Front Facade

The group of buildings that comprise the Crescent natural baths represent an enormously

The proposal includes some minor alterations to the front facade of The Crescent, mostly

rich heritage in respect of their quality and significance. However they do not stand-alone

to restore Carr’s original scheme.

and have to be seen and appreciated as part of the wider context of their immediate

Works will be undertaken to stabilise, restore and maintain the stonework especially

environment and the town itself.

in areas where substantial evidence of wear are evident. Stone chimney pots will be
restored on the east pavilion stacks.

Since 1991 when the Crescent has been empty and the 1970’s Baths were closed the
areas in front and behind the Crescent have reflected lack of life and activity. As car parks

While the existing Victorian sash windows are part of the evolution of the building, the

they might have served some pragmatic purpose however the piazza is among the finest

blank areas of glass rather than the six-over-six pattern of Carr’s original windows is

public spaces in Europe and must be considered, designed and regenerated as such.

detrimental to the overall architectural effect. Windows to Carr’s original pattern will be

Works to be Undertaken
•

Conservation work to stonework, roofs and other fabric

•

Repairs to external fittings

•

Design of sympathetic lighting scheme both in respect of public safety and
display

•

Design of graphics and signage

•

Construction of new rear extensions

•

Proposals for hard landscaping and traffic management

•

Incorporation of public art, celebrating The Town and The Water

reinstated to the first floor front elevation.
The new dormer windows will be similar to the existing in terms of scale and height
relative to the parapet and general design and will be largely hidden by the existing
stone balustrade at roof level. The dormers on the front are arranged to form symmetrical
groups of 3 comprised of a single window either side of a double, the overall composition
will have a rhythm and symmetry appropriate to the front façade. The enlarged window
opening to the former St Anne’s Hotel bar will be restored to the original round-headed
pattern.

7.2 The Natural baths
Currey’s facade adapted in 1927 will be repaired where necessary.

New openings were formed within
Currey’s original facade during the
radical 1927 remodelling. Currey’s baths
were accessed via the passage running
beneath the Crescent’s west pavillion.

EXTERNAL WORKS

7.3 7.4 7.5

7.3 The Natural Baths, new facade at roof level
The new accommodation at roof level on the roof of the natural baths comprises space
for exercise and access to the rooftop pools to the rear of the Crescent’s west pavilion.
The new facade is designed to present a contrast to the heavy stonework of the buildings
either side and yet looks to compliment in terms of proportion and scale, the architectural
precedents evident on the site.
Indicative position of the proposed new facade of the rooftop accommodation on the
Natural Baths.

The proposal which compromises a stone colonnaded screen with glass walls and
doors. This will afford a level of transparency providing views into the spa behind, whilst
acting as a visual bridge between the flank facades of Old Hall Hotel and The Crescent.

7.4 Passage beneath west pavillion
The passage beneath the Crescent has long been rather a forbidding prospect to the
wary pedestrian on a gloomy evening, a dark dead end. The proposed works to the rear
of the Crescent will open an inviting framed vista of light and activity Necessary works to
stonework and paving will provide a safe environment as will a sensitive lighting scheme
to ensure that the route is secure
Windows providing light to the east flank of the newly adapted Natural baths will be
replaced.
A lighting scheme that links the Crescent colonnade, the passage and the existing and
new colonnade bounding The Square will be developed.

Proposed elevation onto the Square.

EXTERNAL WORKS

7.5 The Square

7.5

columns support the edge of the pool and building perimeter. These columns in turn define
dining alcoves at the perimeter of the square that will be carefully lit to be welcoming.

The demolition of the 19thC St Ann’s Dining Room provides an opportunity not only for

The depth of column defines strength of purpose that provides the new building with an

enhancing necessary facilities on the site, but also to make considerable improvements

authentic muscularity that will sit well beside Carr’s masterpiece.

to the townscape in this area.
In respect of detail and material the chosen approach is to design buildings and
Carr’s use of a colonnade to protect the pedestrian from the vagaries of Buxton’s climate

extensions that are entirely consistent with the surrounding buildings thus avoiding

was extended by White in his design for The Square. The current proposal extends

jarring or inappropriate juxtapositions.

this feature, to not only enlarge but also complete the Square on its eastern flank. The
continuation of the colonnade also opens up long vista that creates a focus of light

The stonework will match the Crescent’s and key features on The Crescents facade, the

drawing the pedestrian through from the front of The Crescent (and vice-versa).

first floor cill height and the upper limit of the Guilloche band, are used to set out the
pattern and level of stone banding on the new buildings.

The enlarged public space will be overlooked by the ground, first and second floor
accommodation of The Square but also the hotel restaurant at ground level, and the

Patterns of fenestration and the integration of glazing bars also refer to existing similar

pool above. The existing colonnade fronting the rear facade of the Natural Baths will be

features on adjoining buildings.

adapted and extended in length, by two bays, and height. by one storey. The first storey

It is proposed that a statue of the 5th Duke will be located within the centre arch of the

with be articulated with glazing which will allow spa users to look down into the Square.

Natural Baths colonnade

The space will no longer be a gloomy sun forsaken space but a lively urban focus for
everyday activity or a special venue for performance during festival times. The potential
of integrating the means to establish temporary roofing over this space creating an all
weather venue is currently being evaluated.
The existing levels of the stone paved surface will be adjusted so as to be flat and more
pedestrian friendly whilst conserving the elongation of the square’s colonnade.
The end and return elevations will continue the colonnade theme in order to maintain the
continuity and consistency of the architectural composition.
The new elevation to the square needs to resolve a number of complex architectural,
functional and structural issues.
The pool occupies the roof storey at the same level. The restaurant sits below at ground
floor and the kitchen and plant area in the newly formed basement. This Carr-like use of
available architectural volume solves a testing architectural problem in the most efficient
fashion.
Structurally the considerable weight of water on the roof needs to be supported. Deep

EXTERNAL WORKS

7.6 7.7

7.6 The Crescent Rear Facade
The proposals relating to the Crescent’s rear faced seek to restore Carr’s original building.
It is unusual that a rear facade of such a building was as considered in respect of design
to the primary elevations.
19thC, ground and first storey bathroom extensions will be removed and doors and
windows reinstated and restored.

7.7 Parking
The subject of parking tends to cause heated debate in Buxton, the unmanaged struggle
for a space, has led to a situation where the setting of the listed buildings has been
compromised by a foreground of unprepossessing metal. The proposal seeks to remove
the parking to the front of the Crescent returning the piazza to primarily pedestrian use.
A hotel in Buxton obviously needs a high level of parking and the proposal is to provide
managed parking for the majority of the guests needs. Some parking including dedicated
disabled spaces are located to the rear accessed off George Street. Servicing to the
kitchens and plant rooms will also be at the rear, the servicing arrangements to the
Cavendish Arcade are maintained with in the scheme.

8. THE NATURAL BATHS

8.0

8.0 Commentary
Whilst the ancient history of the baths dates back to the Romans and beyond the
documented development of the Natural Baths can be traced with a level detail from
the development of the Old Hall Hotel in 1572, The fundamental configuration of the
Gentleman’s No 1 and the later Gentlemen’s No 2 baths date from these earlier times,
Between this date and the radical Currey redevelopment of 1852, five redevelopments
took place largely completely remodelling the fabric that which was there before,
Even Currey’s scheme was altered soon after construction to accommodate changing
attitudes to fashion and the obvious commercial and social success of his scheme. Up
to 1924 his plan largely remained unchanged however new thinking relating to spas and
treatments dictated that his scheme, apart from the older Gentlemen’s baths and Ladies
Bath was largely eradicated.

Note at the top of the plan the two charity baths, these were converted soon after
construction to male and female changing rooms.

Further alterations in 1937 established the fabric of the Baths that we see today, albeit
semi derelict.
The front elevation dates from the Currey development, altered in 1927, Curreys baths
were in fact accessed from the passage running between The Crescent and the Baths.
Closed for use in 1972, the baths have since played host to the TIC, which occupies
space that was last used as waiting rooms for the various therapists and consultants
attending the baths.
The engineering appraisal in the accompanying structural report raises fundamental
issues relating to the state of areas of structure and substantial areas of fabric especially
the roof and floors.
The following proposal is based on the current;
•

Geological and hydro-geological understanding of the earth’s structure and faults
beneath the Natural Baths

The 1927 alterations removed large areas of the Currey plan.

•

Structural appraisal of the existing fabric

•

Survey of tiling within the Natural Baths

THE NATURAL BATHS

8.0 8.1

The Proposal
•

The re-instatement of the thermal waters for public bathing and water
based treatments

•

The regeneration of the spa integral to the operation of the spa hotel

•

The conservation within the scheme of important historic spaces and
finishes

•

The design and construction of additions and extensions to construct
a world class spa that will re-establish Buxton as an international
pre-eminent spa destination.

8.1 Basement
Works to be Undertaken
•

Make minimal alterations to areas below the existing natural baths to convert the
existing fabric. Provide tank and plant rooms.

•

Carry out works to protect the area near the source of the springs not only during
construction but also to ensure their ongoing protection,

•

Commentary
The Basement of the Natural Baths is perhaps the most sensitive area of the site, not
only because it houses the source of Buxton Water but also for its significance as the
cradle of development and generator of the spa town.
•

1852 redevelopment and 1870’s alterations there are large areas of the 		

Ensure that all statutory requirements and issues relating to public health are

1920~30’s work in evidence; particularly related to the introduction of the Moor

observed and incorporated into the works.
•

Establish a link between The Crescent and the Natural Baths

•

Integrate new vertical circulation, stair and platform lifts within the existing fabric.

•

Facilitate a level of services appropriate with 21st Century spa practice and
ensuring that design matters relating to public health issues are incorporated
within the works.

•

Enable, within the design, the rerouting of the stainless steel pipe that takes the
spring water from the source to the bottling plant.

•

Conserve existing artefacts such as peat trucks to be displayed either in situ,
within the curtilage of the restored baths or otherwise off site.

•

Preserve peat truck rails within the fabric of the building.

Whilst most of what is seen in terms of fabric is a mix of Currey’s

bath suite.
•

The oldest area of the baths at lower ground floor is the Gentlemen’s no
1 pool. The spaces immediately adjacent to the ladies pool and early charity
baths are very restricted in terms of head height and are useful only for routing
services. Any excavation near to the source is entirely avoided.

THE NATURAL BATHS

The pre-Currey bath layout, (with blacked-out structural walls) with the oldest area of
the baths, dating from 1572, being incorporated with some slight modification within his
scheme. The subsequent development to the right - the arcade of the Cresent’s east
pavillion passage - was demolished to enable Currey’s scheme.

8.1

The above plan shows the Currey layout of 1853.

THE NATURAL BATHS

8.2 Ground Floor
Works to be Undertaken
New Works
•

Removal and replacement of failing floor structure and finishes, partially raise
new floor.

•

Refurbish entrance hall.

•

Construct new changing rooms and raise level of existing bath access corridor.

•

Construct new steam and sauna suite(s).

•

Provide two new staircases and two new lifts to provide vertical access
throughout the building.

•

Provide new mechanical and electrical services throughout the proposed spa
buildings

•

Ensure the works conform to statutory regulations and issues relating to public
health and safety

8.2

Commentary
The existing ground floor and lower ground floor of The Natural Baths is currently semiderelict and closed to the public.
The existing levels within the historic areas of the baths are to be retained where
practicable.
Level access from street level is provided to the upper ground floor which comprises
the entrance, beauty treatment and changing rooms and shower suite. Separate
disabled changing facilities and a disabled lift accessing the main pool areas are
located off the corridor.
The new changing facility leads onto the shower suite. The existing stained glass laylight is to be re-used in this area. It is to be set below a walk on roof light, which is a
feature of the proposed roof garden and will diffuse natural daylight across the room.

Conservation and Restoration Works
•

Restore for public use the Gentlemen’s No 2, situated beneath the Old Hall

Steps down lead to the historic Ladies Pool.

Hotel. Adapt existing areas adjacent to Gentlemen’s No 2 bath for use as steam
rooms.
•

Restore and conserve Currey’s ladies Bath including, the pool, its enclosure
and cast iron framed structure.

•

Re-use stained glass feature (in its original position) within the new changing/
shower suite.

•

Replace tiles within historic areas. A tiling specialist has confirmed that
decorative tiling can be remade where necessary for inclusion into the work.

Ladies Pool
Perhaps the most striking quality of The Ladies Pool is the quality of the top light
coupled with the basic proportion of the room.
The enclosure, tiling, top light and structural frame are to be restored. conserved and
retained within the scheme.
Essential works will include the relining of the pool and a new lift, providing access
throughout the spa, is to be located in the north corner of the space.
The tiled corridor defined by the lateral main spine wall of the Currey scheme leads into
the new sauna suite and then onto the earliest area of the Baths.

THE NATURAL BATHS
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Old Hall Hotel Basement

Gentleman’s No 2 Baths

•

The partial basement of the Old Hall Hotel is included in the proposals.

The Gentlemen’s No 2 or 2s baths sit beneath the Old Hall Hotel. Essential works

•

Excluded is the Nestle source which has a separate street entrance.

will be carried out to make the baths watertight and provide new appropriate finish to

•

Also excluded is the hotel bar cellar area

the pool and surrounds. As in the ladies pool tiling will be repaired and restored above

•

The basement because of the change of levels across the site is

water level.

approximately at the ground level of the Natural Baths and this facilitates a link
between the two.
•

The existing spaces are to be converted into a variety of wet treatment rooms

•

These areas have been extensively “modernised” over the years.

•

The approach has been affirmed by English Heritage and the Council’s
Conservation Officers.

THE NATURAL BATHS

8.3 Roof Storey, roof garden level

8.3

The roofing material of the front of the new extension over the Natural baths will be lead
which will weather to a dull grey colour sympathetic to the town’s slate and lead clad

The existing roofscape presents a rather haphazard arrangement of various roofs set at

roofs.

different levels with a collection of roof lights. Any proposal for the roof of the baths
must be carefully considered as, viewed from the Slopes, the roof surface is entirely

The walls of the new pool house will be glazed giving the year round impression of

visible.

‘outdoor’ bathing and increasing the visual appreciation of the Crescents rear facade.

The proposed roof storey is set at approximately the same level as The Crescent first

The journey from the front roof to the pool roof is via a glazed link that avoids

floor.

any opaque junction with the stonework of the Crescent.

The scheme carefully avoids risk to the source by locating the weightiest items to the
rear of the Crescent on the roof of the proposed extension behind The Crescents west

The close-up views of the Crescent at this level will afford a fascinating insight into its

pavilion.

architectural detail.

The new facade will comprise a stone colonnade in filled with clear glazed windows

Once within the new pool enclosure the swimmer can enter the pool and either

and doors. It will be covered by a distinctive concave lead formed roof feature.

exercise indoors or swim outside through one of the large glazed picture windows on
the east facade of the new pool house.

Towards the rear of the Natural Baths a suite of exercise rooms and a relaxation area
is arranged, the glazed facade of the new extension looks and opens out onto the

The deck area surrounding the outside pool will be paved to compliment The

new roof garden. Roof lights punctuate this space. Areas of planting, herbs or other

Crescent’s stonework.

local species, will provide a buffer to the windows on both the Old Hall and Crescent
elevations.

The provision of an enclosed pool at this level will provide the genuine opportunity of
year round bathing.

Seating will be arranged on the roof to provide a relaxation area for the spa user.
The pool house will be sensitively lit and heated to provide a mood of pleasure and
The roof structures are proposed to be of light weight construction to ensure that the

warmth.

load at basement, to be carried by the buildings existing foundations, is minimised.
The glazed picture windows allow the spa user to have a spectacular view of the sweep
Where the new extension comes close to existing buildings it is architecturally modelled
and softened to minimise any visual impact on its neighbours and also to resolve the
views into the development from the surrounding townscape either from street level,
The Slopes, or surrounding buildings.
The scheme is also carefully considered it terms of height to ensure views of the dome
of the Devonshire Hospital as viewed from the street or the Slopes are maintained, as is
the visual gap framed by the old and existing facades flanking the proposed enlarged
public space.

of Carr’s rear facade, as it has never been viewed before.

9. THE PUMP ROOM

9.

9.0 Works to be Undertaken

Commentary

•

Essential repair and conservation work to roof, stonework and windows

Built and ‘presented to the town’ in 1894 by the 8th Duke of Devonshire the Pump

•

In refurbishing the roof carry out works to all the roof surface to be used as a

Room was the civic focus for taking the waters. Designed by Henry Currey, over forty

stage for public performance to be viewed from the Slopes and the piazza in front

years after he had first undertaken works at the Natural Baths.

of the Crescent.
•

Restore the two cupolas to the end pavilions, to their original design.

The popularity of spa treatments was to reach its zenith during the reign of Edward VII

•

Alteration of the facade to allow the use of the east pavilion for a  

who took the waters in the pump room in January 1905; this popularity was to wane

washroom, in order to bring it back into use and conform to statutory regulations.

dramatically following the Great War. Buxton boomed on the back of this fashion and

Fit out of a public/staff wc within the east pavilion mindful of the

substantial monies were put into public works and the health of the town. Interestingly,

existing finishes.

at the turn of the 20thC Buxton had one of the highest ratios of water closets to

Repair, restore and conserve the interior of the Pump Room including all surfaces

population in the country.

•
•

and finishes including the marble work and alabaster pool within the apse.
The Pump Room as designed originally had open arcades which were enclosed as part
of rebuilding works of 1911-12, next to the pump room is the free pump or St Anns’s
well, which was built in 1894. The current “well” dates from 1940.
The proposal is to restore the Pump Room as the civic location for taking the water,
whilst adapting the fabric for uses such as a restaurant or grand cafe.

The new Pump Room was built to the
designs of Henry Currey and was reopened in 1894. The open colonnade
to the front was enclosed in 1911-12,
the cupolas were removed in 1937,
these will be replaced as part of the
current proposal. The roof will be used
as performance space viewed from the
natural ampitheatre of the Slopes.
The plan of Currey’s pump room prior to the 20thC alterations.

10. ACCESS & INCLUSION

10.

This outline inclusion strategy has considered both the physical provision of accessible

The proportion of rooms that fall within each of the above categories will be substantiated

rooms within the proposed development and the management implications arising from

by historical data but also by projected information such as:

such provision.

•

The conference needs of disabled groups seeking block bookings with several
disabled people attending.

The legislative context comprises the following:
•

The Disability Discrimination Acts 1995 and 2005

Several built accessible rooms are currently proposed - the final number will be subject

•

The Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001

to substantiation.

•

The Human Rights Act

•

The Disability Equality Duty

•

Building Regulations

•

Codes of Practice issued by the EHRC and its predecessor the DRC

The strategy is based on a qualitative rather than a quantitive assessment of need,
specific to the Hotel Spa complex, generated using the its own historical intake data
covering a range of disabilities.

ACCESSIBLE ACCOMMODATION DETAILS
TYPE 1 - CONNECTING ACCESSIBLE ROOMS
These are part of the general accommodation, capable of being converted into accessible
rooms for disabled users and their carers.
Rooms of this type can be booked in advance due to limited availability. These rooms are
pre-equipped with the following to speed that process:
•

TYPE AND QUANTITY OF ACCOMMODATION

Local cable-based service distribution points into which access related services,
such as fall alert alarms.

•

Rooms set within an overall layout that incorporates appropriate circulation.

1. General Accommodation
“Visit-ability” – The new accommodation is to be provided with universal facilities for
people with sensory impairment and has scope for people with mobility impairment to
visit friends or relatives who may be guests at the hotel/spa.

TYPE 2 - BASIC ACCESSIBLE ROOMS
These are spatially arranged for basic access and include grab rails and the like. They
are suitable for a wheelchair user and can be managed by individuals whose mobility
and dexterity impairment doesn’t require additional specialist provision.

Most areas can be visited by people with mobility impairment as the circulation routes
allow manoeuvrability for wheelchair and walking-aid users.

They are to be located in close proximity to the lifts and reception.

Most rooms are capable of being used by people with sensory impairments and are:

These rooms have ‘pod type’ bathrooms with partitioned-off shower / WC rooms of the

•

Set within an environment which can be navigated by people with visual 		

size and layout around which grab rails etc. are inserted and comply with Part M of the

impairment through appropriate choice of tonal contrasts and tactile information.

Building Regulations.

2. Access Accommodation for Wheelchair Users:
There are two types of wheelchair accessible room proposed within the development:
•

Interconnecting accessible suite

•

Basic single accessible suite

They are pre-equipped with the following:
•

Fall alert alarms which are already “plugged” in and other access-related devices
connected.

•

Furnished with flexible and movable furniture

•

Rooms are fitted with at least one fall-alert call point in the bedroom and the
requisite two in the shower / WC room.

MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

10.

Guests could have any one, degree or combination of impairments relating to following:

ENTRANCE FOYER

•

Mobility, (wheelchair user and/or people with ambulant mobility impairment)

Reception area will have:

•

Stamina, (people with heart, respiratory or other conditions)

•

Localized induction loops.

•

Dexterity, (people with varying degrees of use and /or control of movements

•

Counter ergonomics for both standing persons and wheelchair users, in key
locations on both sides of the counter.

necessary to interact with furniture, fixtures, fittings, equipment and controls)
•

Vision (blind or partially sighted people)

•

Hearing (deaf or hard of hearing people)

•

Cognition.

•

Visual environments that provide sufficient illuminance, tonal contrast and means
for lip reading, whilst reducing the risk of glare and, problematic reflections.

•

A range of soft seating, formal seating and table ergonomics within the dining,
lounge and café facilities.

Management strategies will be put in place in an attempt to be responsive to the spectrum
of needs of disabled guests.

EXTERNAL AREAS
It is the Hotel’s intention to provide a good quality external space, accessible to all.
Reserved DDA compliant car parking spaces will be located close to the building entrance.
Public realm surfaces will be effectively drained to reduce the build up of surface water
and ice. Gentle gradients will be provided wherever possible - i.e.. between 1 in 21 and
1 in 60 to avoid the need for ramp sequences.
The public realm works will also generally provide the following:
•

edges or tactile strips along which people with severe visual impairment can use
a cane to find their way

•

Where there are steps, ramps and other, more detailed interactions on an access
sequence, increased light levels need to be provided and lighting positioned to
avoid veiling shadows.

•

Where lighting is provided it needs to be positioned at high level and aimed at
lighting horizontal surfaces. Bollard and bulkhead lighting should be avoided
owing to glare they generate in the low ambient lighting environment of external
areas during night hours.

•

Clear way-finding signage needs to be provided, with tactile and brail information
at key “directory signage” locations and to the side of flat and room doors to
confirm arrival at a destination.

•

A meeting room with an induction loop and ergonomics that provide means of
accommodating people with a range of needs

•

Inclusive WC and changing facilities.

11. Building Control/Fire Strategy

11.

Introduction

Fire Authority Consultation:

The following is a draft strategy for dealing with the major construction issues of the

Initial pre-consultation negotiation has taken place with the local Fire Officer who was

proposal.

broadly in agreement with the proposals.

The following codes are pertinent to this project:

Summary of fire strategy proposals:

•

Approved Document B to the Building Regulations.

•

•

Approved Document E to the Building Regulations.

•

Approved Document M to the Building Regulations and BS 5588 Part 8 ‘Means of

•

FD30s doors to bedrooms.

escape for disabled people’.

•

FD30s doors to stair and lobby,

•

FD60s doors to ancillary rooms onto the stair lobby area.

•

L1 Automatic Fire Detection (AFD)

elements.

Construction, Design and Management Regulations
This draft report sets out a strategy for meeting the functional and performance
requirements for fire safety in the finished building. It is intended to form part of the
submission for Building Regulation Part B approval.

One-hour fire resisting walls and floors as elements of structure within new build

Where any conclusions or

recommendations have been arrived at which specify particular materials, products

Structural Fire Protection
Is provided to a 60 minute standard; Insulation and Integrity as the top floor height is less
than 18 meters from ground level.

or forms of construction these will be assessed, in accordance with CDM Regulation
13. In the event that these involve significant residual risks or health and safety critical
assumptions, this information will be made available, to the CDM Co-ordinator. Where
the architect or other consultants use the standards put forward in this report to specify
works, they are understood to be competent in altering the Client, CDM Co-ordinator,
Contractors and Building Occupiers of CDM issues.

Fire Strategy Summary
The proposals outlined in this draft report demonstrate a level of fire safety equal to or
greater than the general standard implied by compliance with the provisions set out in
Approved Document B of the Building Regulations.
Based on simultaneous evacuation of the building, unless the end user has specific

Fire Fighting Access To The Building
Subject to final site layouts Fire Brigade Access should be provided to within 18 meters
of dry riser inlet points for fire authority tender access or the access to the building should
allow tender access to within 45 meters of the furthest point in any room within the hotel.
Fire appliance access routes will be identified to allow for appropriate vehicle weights.

Detection and Alarm
A comprehensive fire alarm system will be provided to an L1 standard as described in BS
5839 part 1 2005, the increase in this installation is due to the scale and complex nature
of the building i.e. the required use as ‘other residential’ (Hotel) and this will ensure
maximum safety to the people in and around the building.

requirements over and above this standard.

Emergency Lighting
The proposed development is classified as an ‘other residential’ building in Approved

Emergency lighting should be provided to all areas of the development in accordance

Document B.

with BS 5266 to ensure a rapid and safe evacuation for the occupants and will take into
account the proposed use.

11.
Vertical Escape

constructed as protected shafts i.e. shafts constructed to the same level of fire resistance

The following are general recommendations that should be accommodated into the

as the floor to maintain the integrity of the floor construction.

current designs. The proposed plans generally achieve the following recommendations.
The only alternative method to this is to continue the fire resistance of the floor through

Minimum Width of Vertical Escape
The development is provided with individual protected staircases to a minimum 60-minute
standard.
All escape doors will be fitted with ironmongery that is easily operable without the use

the shaft and provide suitable dampers to maintain the integrity.
Every corridor within the hotel should be provided as a 30-minute protected corridor to
maintain a protected escape for the occupants.

of a key, all secure lines and electrically operated doors will be fitted with automatic fail

Fire Rating Recommendations

safes connected to the Fire alarm system.

Fire resistance ratings are recommended in Approved Document B for this building.
Where the separation has a different recommended fire resistance rating on either side

Means of Escape for a Mobility Impaired Person
Means of escape for mobility-impaired occupants will be designed in accordance with
BS 5588 Part 8. In summary this calls for each protected stair without direct level access
to outside to have a refuge area at each level, of suitable size to accommodate a person
in a wheel chair. In addition, a means of two-way communication should be provided at
each refuge.

the greater of the two shall be applied to the separation.

Internal Fire Rating and Surface Finishes

Access road requirements for emergency vehicle access are as follows:

Surface Finishes
The wall and ceiling linings will be in accordance with Section 7 and Table 10 of ADB,

Dead end fire service access roads may be up to 20 m long without being provided with

Fire Service Vehicle Access and Fire Fighting Provision
Fire Brigade appliances will require unimpeded access to buildings on the site. The
access requirements for the Fire Service to the proposed buildings are detailed below.

a turning bay (A fire service vehicle should not have to reverse further than 20 m).

shown below:

Structural Fire Protection
•

Fire resistance to elements of structure and protected spaces is taken from the

The external hard landscaping will be provided to a robust standard which will allow a
minimum carrying capacity of 17 tonnes to allow both pump and high reach appliance.

Approved Document B Appendix A.
•
•

Because the top floor of the building is less than 18 meters the required fire

Acoustic Conditions

resistance would be 60 minutes

The acoustics levels that should be met in the development should be in accordance with

Risk rooms will be enclosed in 30-minute fire resistance. Increased to 60 minutes

Approved Document E. Acoustic reports have been included as part of this submission.

for risk areas onto stair lobbies.

Protection of the Escape Routes
Each individual floor of the building should be constructed as a compartment floor; the
fire resistance required to this floor should be to the standard mentioned above.
All shafts such as riser ducts and staircases that penetrate those floors should be
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